Transient chaotic rotating waves in a ring of unidirectionally coupled symmetric Bonhoeffer-van der Pol oscillators near a codimension-two bifurcation point.
Propagating waves in a ring of unidirectionally coupled symmetric Bonhoeffer-van der Pol (BVP) oscillators were studied. The parameter values of the BVP oscillators were near a codimension-two bifurcation point around which oscillatory, monostable, and bistable states coexist. Bifurcations of periodic, quasiperiodic, and chaotic rotating waves were found in a ring of three oscillators. In rings of large numbers of oscillators with small coupling strength, transient chaotic waves were found and their duration increased exponentially with the number of oscillators. These exponential chaotic transients could be described by a coupled map model derived from the Poincaré map of a ring of three oscillators. The quasiperiodic rotating waves due to the mode interaction near the codimension-two bifurcation point were evidently responsible for the emergence of the transient chaotic rotating waves.